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1 Introduction
Even if some sort of quintessence model of dark energy is able to explain the observed
acceleration of the Universe it remains another problem. This problem is theoretically
independent of the dark energy one, and it consists in understanding why the vacuum
energy do not produce a huge value for the cosmological constant, many orders of magnitude
above the observed value. While a precise prediction is not available, the order of magnitude
seems clear. It would appear that either Wilsonian ideas of effective theories do not work
in this case, or else that vacuum energy does not obey the equivalence principle.
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In Unimodular Gravity the vacuum energy (actually all potential energy) is naively
decoupled from gravitation, because when the spacetime metric is unimodular, that is
g˜ ≡ det g˜µν = −1 (1.1)
the interaction term between the potential energy and the metric is of the type
Sin ≡
∫
dnx
(
1
2
g˜µν∂µψ∂νψ − V (ψ)
)
(1.2)
(where ψ generically stands for any matter field), so that the matter potential does not
couple to gravitation at the lagrangian level. Actually things are not so simple though,
and there is an interaction forced upon us by the Bianchi identity. A novel aspect is that
the unimodular condition breaks full diffeomorphism invariance Diff(M) (where M is the
space-time manifold) to a subgroup TDiff(M) consisting on those diffeomorphisms x → y
that have unit jacobian, that is
det
(
∂yα
∂xµ
)
= 1 (1.3)
(at the linear level we shall denote these groups by LDiff(M) and LTDiff(M) respectively).
Those constitute the subgroup that leaves invariant the determinant of the metric.
Incidentally, van der Bij, van Dam and Ng [1] showed a long time ago that TDiff is
enough to make gauge artifacts of the three excess gauge polarizations when going to the
massless limit in a spin two flat space theory (there are five polarizations in the massive
case and only two in the massless limit). This intuitively means that we only need three
arbitrary gauge parameters, which is exactly what we have in LTDiff(M) as will be seen
in a moment.
It is possible (and technically convenient) to formulate the theory in such a way that
it has an added Weyl invariance by writing
g˜µν ≡ |g|−
1
n gµν (1.4)
The reason is that then the variations δgαβ are unconstrained, whereas the variations of
the unimodular metric have got to be traceless
g˜αβδg˜αβ = 0 (1.5)
The plentiful complications brought up by the presence of Weyl symmetry are never-
theless not as nasty as would be the ones stemming from trying to perform the functional
integral over unimodular metrics
Dg˜µν (1.6)
which is an integral over constrained functional variables. As a matter of fact, there
are maybe other ways of defining the path integral over unimodular metrics; it is then a
nontrivial question whether those different path integrals yield physically equivalent results.
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Let us begin by recalling an analysis of spin two theories in flat space. In reference [2]
the most general action principle built out of dimension four operators for a spin two field
hµν was considered, namely
L ≡
4∑
i=1
Ci O(i) (1.7)
O(1) ≡ 1
4
∂µhρσ∂
µhρσ
O(2) ≡ −1
2
∂ρhρσ∂µh
µσ
O(3) ≡ 1
2
∂µh∂λh
µλ
O(4) ≡ −1
4
∂µh∂
µh (1.8)
where all indices are raised and lowered with the flat space metric ηµν , and h ≡ ηµνhµν .
Also C1 = 1 fixes the global normalization. The result of the work in question was that
LTDiff invariance forces
C2 = 1 (1.9)
where the linearized LTDiff invariance is just
δhµν = ∂µξν + ∂νξµ (1.10)
with
∂µξ
µ = 0 (1.11)
The most important result was however the following. Amongst all the TDiff invariant
theories obtained for arbitrary values of C3 and C4 there are only two that propagate spin
two only, without any admixture of spin zero. Those are, first
C3 = C4 = 1 (1.12)
which has an enhanced symmetry under linearized diffeomorphisms (without the transver-
sality restriction). This is the Fierz-Pauli theory.
The other one corresponds to
C3 =
2
n
C4 =
n+ 2
n2
(1.13)
This second theory is actually a truncation of the Fierz-Pauli one obtained by
hµν → hµν − 1
n
hηµν (1.14)
(which is not a field redefinition, because it is not invertible). This theory was dubbed
WTDiff and is actually the linear limit of Unimodular Gravity. Let us now turn our atten-
tion to the full nonlinear theory. We shall follow the idea of defining the theory starting from
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General Relativity by a non-invertible field redefinition (namely gµν → |g|− 1n gµν), general-
izing the way the flat space WTDiff theory is defined starting from the Fierz-Pauli theory.
The truncation of General Relativity1 to unimodular metrics is simply
SUG ≡ −Mn−2P
∫
dnx (R[gˆ] + Lmatt[ψi, gˆ])
= −Mn−2P
∫
dnx |g| 1n
(
R+
(n− 1)(n− 2)
4n2
∇µg∇µg
g2
+ Lmatt[ψi, |g|−
1
n gµν ]
)
(1.17)
In terms of an unconstrained metric, the equations of motion (EM) are given [2] by the
manifestly traceless expression
Rµν − 1
n
Rgµν − (n− 2)(2n− 1)
4n2
(∇µg∇νg
g2
− 1
n
(∇g)2
g2
gµν
)
+
n− 2
2n
(∇µ∇νg
g
− 1
n
∇2g
g
gµν
)
=M2−nP
(
Tµν − 1
n
Tgµν
)
(1.18)
When |g| = 1 they are quite similar to the ones posited in 1919 by Einstein for obscure
reasons [3, 4] related to Mie’s theory. These were essentially the tracefree piece of the
classic Einstein equations. Einstein himself erroneously thought they were inconsistent.2
The Bianchi identities bring the trace back into the game, albeit in a slightly different
form. Starting from the second Bianchi identity
∇µRµν = 1
2
∇νR (1.19)
and taking the value of the covariant derivative of the Ricci tensor from the unimodular
equations of motion leads to
n− 2
2n
∇µR = −κ
2
n
∇µT (1.20)
We have assumed that the theory is free from gravitational anomalies, in that the energy
momentum tensor of the matter part is covariantly conserved. The preceding equation
implies
n− 2
2n
R+
κ2
n
T = −C (1.21)
1Our conventions are the Landau-Lifshitz spacelike ones. The Minkowski spacetime metric is
ds
2 ≡ ηµνdxµdxν = dt2 −
n−1∑
i=1
(
dx
i
)2
(1.15)
Planck’s mass is defined as
M
n−2
P ≡
1
2κ2
≡ c
3
16piG
(1.16)
We will work until the end in arbitrary spacetime dimension n. Counterterms however will be computed
in the physical dimension n = 4.
2We are grateful to GFR. Ellis for clarifying this point for us.
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Where C is a constant on which more later. Substituting the ensuing value for the
trace of the energy-momentum tensor back in the unimodular equations leads to
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν − Cgµν = Tµν (1.22)
In order to elucidate the physical meaning of the constant C, let us analyse the equa-
tions of motion for a Friedmann metric with flat spatial sections with matter content being
a scalar field with a constant potential, both in Unimodular Gravity and General Relativity.
The EM for the scalar field are the same no matter what the theory is,
φ = 0 (1.23)
We found it convenient to work in the unimodular gauge in which the metric reads
ds2 = a(t)−
3
2dt2 − a(t)12dx2 (1.24)
Now the UG EM reduce just to
Rµν − 1
n
Rgµν =M
2−n
P
(
Tµν − 1
n
Tgµν
)
(1.25)
The canonical energy-momentum tensor3 is given by
T00 =
φ˙2
2
+ V0a
−3/2 (1.28)
Tij =
(
a2
φ˙2
2
− V0a1/2
)
δij (1.29)
T =
2− n
n
a3/2φ˙2 + nV0 (1.30)
The scalar field φ is related to the scale factor
φ˙ = φ˙0a
3/2
0 a
−3/2 ≡ Ka−3/2 (1.31)
The UG EM read
3a˙2
32a2
− 3a¨
8a
=
3
4Mn−2P
φ˙2
a˙2
32
− aa¨
8
=
1
4Mn−2P
φ˙2
(1.32)
3It is worth to remark that in Unimodular Gravity the canonical energy momentum tensor
T
can
µν =
∂L
∂φµ
φν − Lgµν (1.26)
fails to coincide with the variation of the action
T
can
µν 6= 2√
g
δS
δgµν
(1.27)
The reason is obviously that the particular piece Lgµν in (1.26) comes from the variation of
√
g in the
action, which is not present in Unimodular Gravity.
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Plugging the first integral for the scalar field, they reduce to
a˙2 − 4aa¨ = C˜
a
(1.33)
where C˜ = 8 K
2
Mn−2
P
.
This equation has only one real solution which is
a[t]UG =
(
16C˜ − 27t2C21 − 54tC21C2 − 27C21C22
48C1
)2/3
(1.34)
The solution depends on two integration constants (being determined by a second
order differential equation) and the value of V0 is inmaterial for them.
Concerning C in (1.21) this is just
C =
3(n− 2)
16n
a˙2 + 4aa¨√
a
+
1
n
(
K2a−3/2 + 4V0
)
=
3(3n− 4)
16n
C1 (1.35)
The GR EM read in turn
3
a˙2
16a2
=
1
Mn−2P
(
φ˙2
2
+ V0a
−3/2
)
− 1
16
(a˙2 + 8aa¨) =
1
Mn−2P
(
a2
φ˙2
2
− V0a1/2
) (1.36)
It is plain that there is a linear combination of both equations which yields the UG EM,
a˙2 − 4aa¨ = C¯
a
(1.37)
but this is not the whole story. Going back and substituting in the full EM one of the
arbitary constants is actually related to the zero mode of the potential energy
C1 = ± 16V0
3Mn−2P
(1.38)
Summarizing, in GR there is just one arbitray integration constant; the other one
turns out to be (proportional to) the cosmological constant. However, in UG there are two
arbitrary integration constants.
Although Λ fullfills the same equation than C, in this case C1 is not an arbitrary
integration constant but proportional to V0 then in the case of GR the putative constant
is precisely
Λ = ±(3n− 4)
n
V0
Mn−2P
(1.39)
The aim of the present work is to examine whether there are quantum corrections to
this physical setup. In case they were present (they are not) the importance of the classical
result would not be great.
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It is worth remarking that a recent reanalysis of the classical Deser [5] argument for the
nonlinear completion of the linear Fierz-Pauli theory in [6] gets the result that both Uni-
modular Gravity and General Relativity (and only these two) are the allowed possibilities.
The purpose of the present paper is to compute the path integral of
Unimodular Gravity
Z =
∫
Dgµν e−SUG (1.40)
with SUG as given in (1.17). This is done up to one loop order in the background field
formalism, where we expand the classical action around a background metric g˜µν and
quantize one-loop fluctuations around this. This will allow us to make sense of a gauge
fixing which takes care of the transversality condition imposed by TDiff at the cost of
introducing new Batalin-Vilkovisky [7] fields which may be interpreted as a combination
of Faddeev-Poppov and Nielsen-Kallosh [8] ghosts. Some previous work in Unimodular
Gravity can be found in [9–15]. The closest in spirit to the present work is [16] where
Unimodular Gravity is studied as a gauge fixed theory of a full Diff invariant extension
using compensator fields.
2 The backgroung field method and the BRST quantization of unimod-
ular gravity
In order to compute quantum corrections to Unimodular Gravity, we are going to rely on
two main techniques of common use in the path integral approach to gauge theories and,
in particular, to quantum gravity: the background field method in conjunction with the
BRST formalism and the Schwinger-De Witt technique. Using a combination of both, we
will be able to compute the quantum effective action of the theory for arbitrary background
solutions of the classical fields. We should like to stress that the application of BRST
formalism to the case at hand is quite involved since, as we shall see below, the theory has
first-stage reducible gauge transformations in the language of ref. [7]. Further, the choice
of gauge-fixing terms has to be made with care; otherwise one ends up dealing with very
complicated differential operators, which puts the feasibility of the one-loop computation
in jeopardy.
To quantize the classical Unimodular Gravity theory defined by the action in (1.17)
within the background field formalism, one splits the metric gµν into two parts: one contains
the background metric g¯µν and the other the quantum fluctuations hµν . We shall find it
advantageous to use the following splitting
gµν = g¯µν + |g¯|
1
n hµν (2.1)
rather than usual splitting gµν = g¯µν+hµν . Notice that we can convert the splitting in (2.1)
into the usual splitting by performing a Weyl transformation of the quantum field. This is
supported by the claim in [17] that there is no conformal anomaly in Unimodular Gravity.
Let us also express the background metric g¯µν in terms of a metric g˜µν such that |g˜| = 1
as follows
g¯µν = |g¯|
1
n g˜µν (2.2)
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Then, we have the following equality which stems from the Weyl invariance of the classi-
cal action
SUG[ gµν = g¯µν + |g¯|
1
n hµν ] = SUG[ gµν = g˜µν + hµν ] (2.3)
where SUG[ gµν ] is given in (1.17).
Let us warn the reader that from now on the covariant derivative will be defined with
respect to the metric g˜µν and that, unless explicitly said, we are dropping the tilde over
background quantities in order to get cleaner formulas. Conceptually however it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that there are two different classical metrics so far; g¯µν representing
an arbitrary background metric and g˜µν a unimodular (g˜ = −1) background metric.
Thus, from now we will write
g˜µν = gµν (2.4)
To quantize the theory defined by SUG in (2.3), one has to identify first the gauge
symmetries of it and then fix them. It can be seen that SUG is invariant under the following
–written in BRST form– gauge transformations
sDgµν = sW gµν = 0
sDhµν = ∇µcTν +∇νcTµ + cTρ∇ρhµν +∇µcTρhρν +∇νcTρhρµ
sWhµν = 2c (gµν + hµν) (2.5)
where c and cTµ are the anticommuting ghost fields for Weyl invariance and transverse
diffeomorphisms, respectively. In this language, the transverse condition is satisfied by
imposing ∇µcTµ = 0 on the ghost field. The superscript T thus means that the vector
satisfies this condition. The gauge fixing procedure of these gauge symmetries will be
discussed next.
The partition function of the theory is now
Z[J ] =
∫
Dhµν e−S2−
∫
dnx Jµνhµν (2.6)
and when the sources vanish this defines the quantum effective action to be
W = −1
2
log (detD) (2.7)
whereD is the operator driving the one-loop quantum fluctuations, defined by the quadratic
term in the expansion of the action around the background metric
S2 =
∫
dnx L2 =
∫
dnx hµνDµνρσhρσ (2.8)
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It is useful to write down the expression as it would stand before the background metric is
assumed to be unimodular
L2 = 1
4
hµν
2
hµν − n+2
4n2
h
2
h+
1
2
(∇¯µhµα) (∇¯νhνα)− 8−6n+n28n2 (∇¯α log g¯) hµν∇¯αhµν
− 1
n
(∇¯µh) (∇¯νhµν)+ 2− n
2n
(∇¯α log g¯)
(
1
2
hβλ∇¯λhαβ +
3
2
hαβ∇¯λhλβ −
1
n
h∇¯λhαλ
)
+
(n− 2)2
8n3
(∇¯α log g¯) h∇¯αh+ n− 2
2n2
(∇¯β log g¯) hαβ∇¯αh+ 1
2
hαβh
µ
βR¯µα
− 1
n
hhµνR¯µν + (n
2 − 3n+ 2)
(
1
8n4
h2(∇¯ log g¯)2 − 1
8n3
hµνh
µν(∇¯ log g¯)2
+
1
4n2
hλαhβλ
(∇¯α log g¯) (∇¯β log g¯)− 1
4n3
hhαβ
(∇¯α log g¯) (∇¯β log g¯))
+
1
2
hµνhαβR¯µανβ − 1
2n
hµνhµνR¯+
1
2n2
h2R¯ (2.9)
Of course, D will contain in principle zero modes coming from the gauge symme-
tries of the theory translated to the linear level which will make its determinant singular.
This is solved by constructing an appropriate gauge fixing term using the BRST quantiza-
tion method.
Finally, since we are using the splitting (2.1), the action for the one-loop quantum
fluctuations simplifies somewhat, since all terms depending on ∇µg now vanish. Thus, we
end up with
L2 = 1
4
hµν2hµν − n+ 2
4n2
h2h+
1
2
(∇µhµα) (∇νhνα)−
1
n
(∇µh) (∇νhµν)
+
1
2
hαβh
µ
βRµα −
1
n
hhµνRµν +
1
2
hµνhαβRµανβ − 1
2n
hµνhµνR+
1
2n2
h2R (2.10)
After computing the quantum effective action and owing to the already mentioned fact that
no conformal anomaly is present in the theory, one can just undo the transformation (2.2)
and recover the expression for arbitrary background metrics by performing a conformal
transformation away from the Einstein frame.
2.1 Fixing the gauge freedom
To gauge-fix the gauge symmetries in (2.5), we shall use the BRST technique in a similar
way as in [18] and introduce the following nilpotent BRST operator
s = sD + sW (2.11)
where sD and sW are defined in (2.5).
The path integral over the ghost fields must be restricted to the subspace of transverse
vectors. However, the definition of such a measure [DcTµ] over transverse vectors is a noto-
rious problem [8]. The way to come to grips with it chosen in this paper is to parametrize
this subspace in terms of unconstrained fields so that we can then integrate over the full
space of cµ, whose integration measure is well-defined. This we do by introducing an
operator Θµν ,
4
cTµ = Θµνc
ν = (gµν−∇µ∇ν −Rµν) cν = (Qµν −∇µ∇ν) cν (2.12)
4One can easily check that Θµν is indeed an endomorphism in the space spanned by transverse vectors.
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which maps vectors into transverse vectors. In this way, the transversality condition over
cTµ translates into a gauge symmetry for cν
cν → ∇νf (2.13)
with f an arbitrary function. Indeed, this transformation takes cν into a longitudinal
vector, so that the Θµν operator annihilates it. Of course, in order to perform now the
functional integration over cµ we must gauge fix this new gauge symmetry by introducing
a non-trivial stairway of ghost levels with BRST transformations defined in such a way
that the BRST algebra closes
s2D = s
2
W
{sD, sW } = 0 (2.14)
on all the different fields considered.
The systematic way to obtain this field content together with the appropriate BRST
transformations is by using the Batalin-Vilkovisky [7] formalism. However, in our case,
things are easy enough as to allow us to guess what the BRST transformations read, once
the field content of the theory is chosen as done in [7] for first-stage reducible and irreducible
gauge transformations. Notice that the gauge transformations in (2.5) generated by sD,
with cµ in (2.12), are first-stage reducible due to the gauge symmetry in (2.13). However,
the gauge symmetries in (2.5) generated by sW are irreducible. We introduce the following
set of fields:
h(0,0)µν , c
(1,1)
µ , b
(1,−1)
µ , f
(0,0)
µ , φ
(0,2),
pi(1,−1), pi′(1,1), c¯(0,−2), c′(0,0),
c(1,1), b(1,−1), f (0,0) (2.15)
where c
(1,1)
µ denotes cµ, h
(0,0)
µν stands for hµν and the superscript (n,m) carries the Grass-
mann number, n, (defined modulo two) and ghost number, m. In this language, the BRST
operators sD and sW enjoy Grassmann number 1 and ghost number 1, each.
Here we have three families — displayed in three different lines — of fields. The
first line includes the physical graviton field together with the usual ghost field content
that would be naively necessary in order to gauge fix an unrestricted Diff symmetry. In
addition, there is a φ field which accounts for the transformation in (2.13). The second line
represents the field content introduced to gauge fix the gauge symmetry in (2.13), together
with the one that will be induced on b
(1,−1)
µ . Finally, the third line is the field content due
to Weyl invariance.
Now, we define the action of sD and sW on the fields as shown in table 1, where
the
(
Q−1
)µ
ν
denotes the inverse of the operator Qµν = gµν− Rµν , which exists provided
Det(Q) 6= 0. This is our case since Qµν is just a standard Laplacian-type operator acting
on vector fields.
With these definitions, it can be readily shown that the equations in (2.14) hold. In
doing so, it is advisable to show first that
sDc
Tµ = cTρ∇ρcTν (2.16)
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field sD sW
gµν 0 0
hµν ∇µcTν +∇νcTµ + cρT∇ρhµν +∇µcρThρν +∇νcρThρµ 2c(1,1) (gµν + hµν)
c(1,1)µ
(
Q−1
)µ
ν
(
cρT∇ρcTν
)
+∇µφ(0,2) 0
φ(0,2) 0 0
b
(1,−1)
µ f
(0,0)
µ 0
f
(0,0)
µ 0 0
c¯(0,−2) pi(1,−1) 0
pi(1,−1) 0 0
c′ (0,0) pi′ (1,1) 0
pi′ (1,1) 0 0
c(1,1) cTρ∇ρc(1,1) 0
b(1,−1) cTρ∇ρb(1,−1) f (0,0)
f (0,0) cTρ∇ρf (0,0) 0
Table 1. BRST transformations of the fields involved in the path integral.
if cTµ is defined as in (2.12). This can be done by using the following results
∇µ(cρT∇ρcTµ) = 0, ∇µ
[(
Q−1
)µ
ν
(
cρT∇ρcTν
)]
= 0 (2.17)
The path integral quantization of the theory is accomplished now by adding to the
classical action the gauge-fixing action, Sgauge−fixing, which is an appropriate BRST-
exact term:
Sgauge−fixing =
∫
dnx s (XTD +XW ) (2.18)
XTD and XW are polynomials of the quantum fields with ghost number -1 and Grassmann
number equal to 1 and such that they give rise to free-kinetic terms that are invertible.
Since we are only interested in one-loop computations, we shall further assume that XTD
and XW are quadratic in the quantum fields. In the next sections we will construct the
terms XTD and XW and derive the differential operators involved in the path integral
whose contribution to the quantum effective action needs to be computed.
2.2 The TDiff sector
Let us start with the function XTD performing the gauge fixing of the TDiff symmetry.
With the field content introduced above and with the BRST transformations as given in
table 1, one has the following general quadratic polynomial in the quantum fields associated
to the gauge-fixing of the TDiff symmetry
XTD = b
(1,−1)
µ
[
Fµ + ρ1f
µ(0,0)
]
+ c¯(0,−2)
[
F
µ
2 cµ + ρ2pi
′
′ (1,1)
]
+ c′ (0,0)
[
F
µ
1 b
(1,−1)
µ + ρ3pi
(1,−1)
]
(2.19)
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where Fµ is a function containing the graviton field that can be identified with the usual
gauge fixing condition in the Faddeev-Poppov technique and Fµ1 , F
µ
2 and the three ρi can
be freely chosen. This is enough to fix the TDiff symmetry with the minimal possible
content of fields.
After applying the s operator, this gives a term in the action∫
dnx sXTD =
∫
dnx f (0,0)µ
(
Fµ + ρ1f
µ(0,0)
)
− b(1,−1)µ sFµ
+ pi(1,−1)
(
F
µ
2 c
(1,1)
µ + ρ2pi
(1,1)
)
+ c¯(0,−2)Fµ2 ∇µφ(0,2)
+ pi′ (1,1)
(
F1µb
µ(1,−1) + ρ3pi
(1,−1)
)
+ c′ (0,0)Fµ1 f
(0,0)
µ (2.20)
where we have already taken into account that in the expansion (2.1) the metric is uni-
modular.
Now, there are some simplifications that can be done. First, let us take the terms
containing f
(0,0)
µ
f (0,0)µ
(
Fµ + ρ1f
µ(0,0)
)
+ f (0,0)µ F¯
µ
1 c
′ (0,0) (2.21)
where we have introduced F¯µ1 using integration by parts as∫
dnx aF
µ
1 b =
∫
dnx bF¯
µ
1 a (2.22)
These can be rewritten completing the square as
ρ1
(
f (0,0)µ +
1
2ρ1
(Fµ + F¯1µc
′ (0,0))
)2
− 1
4ρ1
(Fµ + F¯1µc
′ (0,0))2 (2.23)
and shifting the variable f
(0,0)
µ the first term does not contribute to the effective action and
we are left with the gauge fixing action
Shc′ = − 1
4ρ1
∫
dnx (Fµ + F¯1µc
′ (0,0))2 (2.24)
where ρ1 has been chosen to be a constant. This would be the outcome of a standard
Faddeev-Poppov procedure.
Now let us focus into the terms containing the fermionic pi fields. Those read
pi(1,−1)
(
F
µ
2 c
(1,1)
µ + ρ2pi
′ (1,1)
)
+ pi′ (1,1)
(
F
µ
1 b
(1,−1)
µ + ρ3pi
(1,−1)
)
=
(
pi(1,−1) − Fµ1 b(1,−1)µ (ρ2 − ρ3)−1
)
(ρ2 − ρ3)
(
pi′ (1,1) + (ρ2 − ρ3)−1Fµ2 c(1,1)µ
)
+ Fµ1 b
(1,−1)
µ (ρ2 − ρ3)−1Fµ2 c(1,1)µ (2.25)
and, again, by shifting the pi fields we are left with a gauge fixing term plus an extra path
integral depending on how we choose the operators ρ2 and ρ3
Spi + S
bc
gf =
∫
dnx
(
pi(1,−1)(ρ2 − ρ3)pi′ (1,1) + Fµ1 b(1,−1)µ (ρ2 − ρ3)−1Fµ2 c(1,1)µ
)
(2.26)
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So that the BRST action for the TDiff sector is further simplified to∫
dnx sXTD =
∫
dnx
(
− b(1,−1)µ sFµ + c¯(0,−2)Fµ2 ∇µφ(0,2) + pi(1,−1)(ρ2 − ρ3)pi′ (1,1)
+Fµ1 b
(1,−1)
µ (ρ2 − ρ3)−1Fµ2 c(1,1)µ −
1
4ρ1
(Fµ + F¯1µc
′ (0,0))2
)
(2.27)
As a next step, the function Fµ is chosen with two requirements in mind. First, that
the term FµF
µ is able to cancel the non-diagonal pieces of the operators in the original
lagrangian for the graviton fluctuations and also that it is Weyl invariant so both gauge
fixing sectors decouple and their ghost fields do not interact. With these two requirements,
the choice is almost unique
Fµ = ∇νhµν − 1
n
∇µh (2.28)
and its variation under a transverse diffeomorphism is the equivalent to the application of
the s operator
sFµ = c
T
µ +∇ν∇µcTν = cTµ +RνµcTν (2.29)
where in the second step we have used Ricci identity [∇ν ,∇µ]cν = Rµνcν and the fact that,
since we are performing a transverse diffeomorphism, cTµ satisfies ∇µcTµ = 0.
Now, we have to rewrite cTµ in terms of an unconstrained field as explained before. We
do this by introducing the operator Θµν .
sFµ =
(
gαµ+R
α
µ
)
(gαν−∇α∇ν −Rαν) cν(1,1)
= 2c(1,1)µ −∇µ∇νcν(1,1) − 2Rµρ∇ρ∇νcν(1,1) −Rµρcρ(1,1)
− 2∇σRµρ∇σcρ(1,1) −RµρRρνc(1,1)ν (2.30)
The action for b
(1,−1)
µ and c
(1,1)
µ is
Sbc = −
∫
dnx bµ (1,−1)
(

2c(1,1)µ −∇µ∇νcν(1,1) − 2Rµρ∇ρ∇νcν(1,1) −Rµρcρ(1,1)
−2∇σRµρ∇σcρ(1,1) −RµρRρνc(1,1)ν
)
(2.31)
The non-diagonal term with four derivatives can be canceled by an appropriate choice
of the functions Fµ1 , F
µ
2 , ρ2 and ρ3. We choose them to be
F
µ
1 b
(1,−1)
µ = −∇αb(1,−1)α
F
µ
2 c
(1,1)
µ = ∇µc(1,1)µ
(ρ2 − ρ3)−1 = − (2.32)
Then
F
µ
1 b
(1,−1)
µ (ρ2 − ρ3)−1Fµ2 c(1,1)µ =
(
∇νb(1,−1)ν
)
∇µc(1,1)µ = −b(1,−1)ν ∇ν∇µc(1,1)µ (2.33)
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where in the second step we have performed an integration by parts keeping in mind that
we are always under an integral sign. The final action term for b
(1,−1)
µ and c
(1,1)
µ is then
Sbc + S
bc
gf =
∫
dnx bµ (1,−1)
(

2c(1,1)µ − 2Rµρ∇ρ∇νcν(1,1) −Rµρcρ(1,1)
−2∇σRµρ∇σcρ(1,1) −RµρRρνc(1,1)ν
)
(2.34)
And with this choice of (ρ2 − ρ3), the integration over the pi fields is given by
Spi =
∫
dnx pi(1,−1)−1pi′ (1,1) (2.35)
The operator involving c′ (0,0), and induced by this choice of fixing functions is
Shc′ = −
∫
dnx
1
4ρ1
[
F¯
µ
1 c
′(0,0)F¯1µc
′(0,0) + 2FµF¯
µ
1 c
′ (0,0) + FµF
µ
]
= −
∫
dnx
1
4ρ1
[
∇µc′ (0,0)∇µc′ (0,0) + 2Fµ∇µc′ (0,0) + FµFµ
]
(2.36)
which mixes with the operator of the graviton fluctuation due to the term containing Fµ
and c′ (0,0).
Finally, the operator for c¯(0,−2) and φ(0,2) is
Sc¯φ =
∫
dnx c¯(0,−2)φ(0,2) (2.37)
Summarizing, the BRST exact action for the TDIff symmetry is reduced to
S
TDiff
BRST =
∫
dnx bµ
(

2c(1,1)µ − 2Rµρ∇ρ∇νcν(1,1) −Rµρcρ(1,1)
−2∇σRµρ∇σcρ(1,1) −RµρRρνc(1,1)ν
)
+ c¯(0,−2)φ(0,2) + pi(1,−1)−1pi′ (1,1)
− 1
4ρ1
(
FµF
µ +∇µc′ (0,0)∇µc′ (0,0) + 2Fµ∇µc′ (0,0)
)
= Sbc + S
bc
gf + Sc¯φ + Spi + Shc′ (2.38)
The contribution of all these pieces to the quantum effective action will be computed
in section 3.
2.3 The Weyl sector
Now we turn our attention to the second part of the gauge fixing sector, corresponding to
the Weyl invariance of the theory. We choose the function XW to be
XW = ∇µb(1,−1)∇µ
(
f (0,0) − α g(h)
)
(2.39)
with g(h) being some function of the trace of the graviton fluctuation only, to ensure that it
is invariant under a TDiff transformation. The parameter α we mean to keep arbitrary all
along the computation. The on shell effective action should be independent of α (because it
appears in a BRST exact piece), and this will be used as a nice partial check of our results.
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After the application of s, the BRST exact action is
S
Weyl
BRST =
∫
dnx
[
∇µf (0,0)∇µ
(
f (0,0) − α g(h)
)
− α∇µb(1,−1)∇µ (sg(h))
]
(2.40)
And we choose g(h) to be the simplest choice
g(h) = h (2.41)
The BRST term piece is then
SWeyl =
∫
dnx ∇µf (0,0)∇µ
(
f (0,0) − α h
)
− 2nα∇µb(1,−1)∇µc(1,1)
=
∫
dnx
(
−f (0,0)f (0,0) + α
2
f (0,0)h+
α
2
hf (0,0)
)
+ 2nα b(1,−1)c(1,1)
= SW + Shf (2.42)
This gives two contributions to the one-loop effective action. The first part needs to be
added to the original action of Unimodular Gravity. The second piece is the corresponding
ghost action.
3 The one-loop effective action of unimodular gravity
Once the gauge freedom is fixed completely, the computation of the one-loop counterterm
of Unimodular Gravity is reduced to a computation of a set of determinants. By collecting
all the terms defined in the previous sections, the pole part of the one-loop effective action
will be given, as explained in appendix A, by
W∞ =W
UG
∞
+W bc
∞
+W pi
∞
+W c¯φ
∞
+WW
∞
(3.1)
where each W i
∞
refers to the contribution to the pole given by the action labeled as Si in
the previous sections, with the only exception of WUG
∞
which is given by
SUG = S2 + Shc′ + Shf (3.2)
Each of this action terms have the general structure
S =
∫
dnx ΨAFABΨ
B (3.3)
where ΨA will be a vector containing different fields and FAB a differential operator action
over the fields. For instance, if we take SW we identify
ΨA =
(
b
c
)
(3.4)
and the operator to be
FAB =
(
0 1
1 0
)
× nα (3.5)
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All but one of the operators involved in our computation are minimal operators, mean-
ing that their principal symbol is diagonal and they are of the form
FAB = γAB
m +KAB (3.6)
where γAB is a metric in configuration space (this includes the spacetime metric as well
as a metric defined on whatever space in which the indices carried by the fields live) and
KAB is a differential operator of order m − 1 as most. The contribution of an operator
of this kind to the quantum effective action is quite standard and their computation was
reviewed in [19] by using the Schwinger-DeWitt technique. Some details are given in the
appendix. Let us explain here the main points of the computation pertaining to the only
non-minimal operator, namely the one contained in SUG
S
(1)
UG = S2 + Shc′ + Shf =
∫
dnx L (3.7)
and
L = 1
4
hµνhµν − 1
4n
hh+
1
2
hαβh
µ
βRµα
+
1
2
hµνhαβRµανβ − 1
n
hhµνRµν − 1
2n
hµνhµνR+
(
− ff + α
2
fh+
α
2
hf
)
− 1
2
(
∇µc′ (0,0)∇µc′ (0,0) + 2
(
∇νhνµ −
1
n
∇µh
)
∇µc′ (0,0)
)
+
1
2n2
h2R (3.8)
where ρ1 =
1
2 in order to cancel the non-diagonal parts in the kinetic term for hµν .
To write it in the form (3.3), we identify
ΨA =

h
µν
f
c′

 (3.9)
and the differential operator takes the form
FAB = γAB+ J
µν
AB∇µ∇ν +MAB (3.10)
where the different matrices involved read
γAB =

−
1
4
(
1
nKαβµνρσ − Pαβµνρσ
)
gαβ
α
2 gµν −12gµν
α
2 gρσ −1 0
−12gρσ 0 12

 (3.11)
J
αβ
AB =


0 0 14
(
gαµg
β
ν + gαν g
β
µ
)
0 0 0
1
4
(
gαµg
β
ν + gαν g
β
µ
)
0 0

 (3.12)
MAB =

Mhh 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

 (3.13)
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with
Mhh =
(
1
2
Pαβµνρσ −
1
n
Kαβµνρσ
)
Rαβ − 1
2n
(
Pαβµνρσ −
1
n
Kαβµνρσ
)
γαβR+
1
2
R(µρνσ) (3.14)
The round parenthesis for us mean complete symmetrization in all the enclosed indices
unless otherwise stated. We have introduced the tensors
Pαβµνρσ =
1
4
(
gµρδ
(α
ν δ
β)
σ + gµσδ
(α
ν δ
β)
ρ + gνρδ
(α
µ δ
β)
σ + gνσδ
(α
µ δ
β)
ρ
)
(3.15)
Kαβµνρσ =
1
2
(
gµνδ
(α
ρ δ
β)
σ + gρσδ
(α
µ δ
β)
ν
)
(3.16)
Since the principal symbol of this operator (the highest order in derivatives) is not
diagonal but it contains a non-minimal term given by the matrix JαβAB, the application of
the Schwinger-DeWitt technique requires extra work.
3.1 The Barvinsky-Vilkovisky technique
There is a useful technique developed in [19] to compute the contribution to the quantum
effective action of non-minimal operators. It is our aim to apply it to the case of SUG as
given in (3.7).
Let us concentrate on the highest derivative term of the operator
DAB(∇) = γAB+ JαβAB∇α∇β (3.17)
Furthermore, assume that the full operator FAB can be included in a one-parameter family
FAB(∇|λ) = DAB(∇|λ) +MAB. 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (3.18)
so that FAB is minimal at λ = 0. In our case, we can simply choose
FAB(∇|λ) = γAB+ λJαβAB∇α∇β +MAB (3.19)
where λ parametrizes the introduction of the non-minimal term in such a way that for
λ = 0 the operator is minimal and for λ = 1 the operator whose determinant is desired
is obtained.
Following Schwinger the effective action can be obtained by differentiating in λ and
integrating afterwards, arriving to5
W (λ) =W (0)− 1
2
∫ λ
0
dλ′Tr
[
dFˆ (λ′)
dλ′
Gˆ(λ′)
]
(3.20)
5In order to simplify the notation, we are going to use a hat symbol for matrix operators carrying mixed
capital indices. Thus, things like the following are assumed
Aˆ ≡ A = ABA
AˆBˆ ≡ AB = ABABCB
Tr(Aˆ) = tr
(
γ
B
AA
A
B
)
and so on and so forth. Here tr denotes the usual matrix trace (i.e. sum of the elements of the diagonal).
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where Gˆ(λ) is the Green function of the operator FAB, defined by Fˆ (λ)Gˆ(λ) = I, and
we are dismissing ultralocal contributions and keeping only the pole part of W (λ). The
effective action for our original operator corresponds to λ = 1. Here, W (0) is the effective
action of the corresponding minimal operator, obtained by setting λ = 0.
Many of the technical difficulties appear already in flat space. It is useful to consider
the ordinary matrix in (euclidean) momentum space
Dˆ(k) = DAB(k) = γ
ACDCB(k) (3.21)
with kµ a constant vector. Its inverse has the form,
Dˆ−1(k) =
Kˆ(k)
(k2)m
(3.22)
with m being an integer.
From this, it is clear that
Dˆ(k)Kˆ(k) = (k2)mI. (3.23)
Were we to trade the vector kµ for the covariant derivative, and owing to the non-
commutative character of the latter, a remainder appears
Dˆ(∇)Kˆ(∇) = m + Kˆ1(∇) (3.24)
and going to the full operator, we get
Fˆ (∇)Kˆ(∇) = m + Mˆ(∇) (3.25)
with Kˆ1 and Mˆ being now operators of as much order 2m− 1 in derivatives.
The last equation allows us to expand the Green function of Fˆ in powers of Mˆ as
follows
Gˆ = −Kˆ I
m
4∑
p=0
(
−Mˆ I
m
)p
+O
(
m
5
)
(3.26)
The notation O
(
m
5
)
means that we are keeping only terms up to background dimen-
sion four.
May be this is a good point to comment of power divergencies [20, 21] in the heat
kernel formalism. It is possible to regularize the proper time integral in the appendix (A.5)
by introducing both an ultraviolet Λ−2 and infrared η−2 cutoff, that is
∫
∞
0
dτ →
∫ η−2
Λ−2
(3.27)
In that way we get
W∞ =
1
2
a0Λ
4 + a2Λ
2 + a4log
(
Λ
η
)
(3.28)
It is to be stressed that those are gauge invariant proper time cutoffs, not to be confused
with momentum cutoffs.
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We shall concentrate on the logarithmic ones (which are the only ones seen in dimen-
sional regularization) in the main body of the paper and tackle the computation of the
quadratic divergences in appendix D.
The second term yields quadratic divergences, and the last term yields the physically
most interesting ones, namely the logarithmic divergences. In pure gravity the quadratic
divergences are necessarily proportional to∫
Rdµ(g) (3.29)
which is the only dimension two invariant. The measure depends on whether full Diff(M)
invariance is implemented (as in GR, dµ(g) ≡
√
|g|dnx) or else only the subgroup TDiff(M)
(as in UG dµ(g) ≡ dnx). There has been some discussion going on in the literature on the
physical relevance of those quadratic divergences confer [22–27].
We shall concentrate on the logarithmic ones (which are the only ones seen in dimen-
sional regularization) in the main body of the paper and tackle the computation of the
quadratic divergences in appendix D.
In order to compute this Green function it is useful to commute the
I
m
to the right
Gˆ = −Kˆ
4∑
p=0
(−1)p Mˆp I
m(p+1)
+O
(
m
5
)
(3.30)
with the operators Mp given recursively by
Mˆ0 = I (3.31)
Mˆp+1 = MˆMˆp + [
m, Mˆp] (3.32)
Furthermore, it can be proven [19] that if the coefficient of the highest derivative term
(of order 2d) is covariantly conserved and there is no term of order 2d− 1, as it is the case
for (3.19), then M4 =M3 = 0 and M2 =M
2 +m[,M ]m−1.
Turning now our attention to this explicit case and computing the inverse of the oper-
ator Dˆ(k) in the sense (3.22) we get m = 3 and the calculation of the effective action then
reduces just to
W (λ) =W (0)− 1
2
∫ λ
0
dλ′Tr
[
Jˆαβ∇α∇β
{
Kˆ
(
− I
3
+ Mˆ
I
6
− 3[, Mˆ ] I
7
− Mˆ2 I
9
)}]
(3.33)
The computation of W (0) is just the one of a minimal second order operator cf. [19]
W (0) =
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
{
16
15
RµναβR
µναβ +
(
2
8α2 − 1 −
46
15
)
RµνR
µν
+
(
13
24
+
1
2− 16α2
)
R2
}
(3.34)
The rest of the pieces in (3.33) are obtained following the steps outlined above. The
number of terms grows enormously after applying successive derivatives through Leibniz’s
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rule. The computation has been performed with the help of the Mathematica software
xAct [28]. A fair amount of computing time has been necessary in order to simplify the
resulting expressions.
There is a last non-trivial issue that we have to take care of. After computing the
terms in (3.33), the output will be a collection of terms of the schematic form
Tr
(
Oν1ν2...νj∇µ1∇µ2 . . .∇µp
I
n
)
(3.35)
with p ≤ 2n− 4.
These functional traces can be computed by introducing the formal representation of
I
n
through a Laplace transform and performing a dimensional regularization afterwards,
keeping only the logarithmic divergent terms as explained in [19] and summarized in ap-
pendix C.
After doing all this and computing the functional traces we are finally left with a simple
result for the perturbation to W (0)
− 1
2
∫ 1
0
dλ′Tr
[
Jˆαβ∇α∇β
{
Kˆ
(
− I
3
+ Mˆ
I
6
− 3[, Mˆ ] I
7
− Mˆ2 I
9
)}]
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
{(
1
6α2
+
2
1− 8α2
)
RµνR
µν +
1
24
(
12
8α2 − 1 −
1
α2
− 5
)
R2
}
(3.36)
And finally, putting all together we find that the contribution to the pole part of the
effective action of SUG is
WUG
∞
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
{
16
15
RµναβR
µναβ +
(
1
6α2
− 46
15
)
RµνR
µν +
(
1
3
− 1
24α2
)
R2
}
(3.37)
where we have neglected total derivatives in the integrand.
As has been already advertised, all the dependence on the gauge fixing, represented by
the presence of the parameter α in the final result, disappears when we use the background
equations of motion Rµν =
1
4Rgµν . This is as it should be because all gauge fixing is
BRST exact.
3.2 The final result
After computing the contribution of the non-minimal operator, we are finally ready to
write the pole part of the effective action of Unimodular Gravity, which reads
W∞ =W
UG
∞
+W bc
∞
+W pi
∞
+W c¯φ
∞
+WW
∞
(3.38)
Here WUG
∞
is the contribution we have computed in the last section while the rest
of the contributions are given in appendix B. Adding everything, we find that the final
result is
W∞ =
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
(
119
90
RµναβR
µναβ
+
(
1
6α2
− 359
90
)
RµνR
µν +
1
72
(
22− 3
α2
)
R2
)
(3.39)
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Now we would like to focus on the issue of on-shell renormalizability. It is known that
although General Relativity is one-loop finite in the absence of a cosmological constant, this
property is lost in its presence. The on-shell counterterm in this case was obtained in [29]
and it amounts to a renormalization of the cosmological constant and is proportional to
WGR
∞
≡ 1
16pi2(n− 4)
∫ √
|g|d4x
(
53
45
W4 − 1142
135
Λ2
)
(3.40)
Since the main attractive feature of Unimodular Gravity is precisely the different roˆle
that the cosmological constant plays with respect to GR, we would like to see what happens
here with the renormalization group flow when we take the counterterm to be on-shell so
that all external legs correspond to physical states. In that case, the equations of motion
for the |g| = 1 fixed background are the traceless Einstein equations
Rµν − 1
4
Rgµν = 0 (3.41)
which, altogether with Bianchi identities, imply the following for the operators appearing
in the effective action
RµναβR
µναβ = E4 (3.42)
RµνR
µν =
1
4
R2 (3.43)
R = constant (3.44)
The first line is nothing more than the statement of the Gauss-Bonet theorem when we
take into account the equations of motion. E4 is thus Euler density, whose integral gives
the Euler characteristic of the manifold.
By using these, we find that the on-shell effective action takes then the form
W on-shell
∞
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
(
119
90
E4 − 83
120
R2
)
(3.45)
The contribution of the cosmological constant to the effective action happens to be a
non-dynamical quantity, since it does not couple to the metric because the
√
g factor in
the integration measure is absent. This implies that we can disregard this term since it
will not contribute to any correlator involving physical fields. We conclude, therefore, that
in this case there is no renormalization of the cosmological constant and its peculiar status
in Unimodular Gravity is preserved through quantum corrections.
Indeed, this effect is not specific to one-loop computations. We then conclude that
the bare value of the cosmological constant is protected and quantum corrections do not
modify it.
It could be thought that this effect is just a gauge artifact of our background choice
|g˜| = 1. However, it can be easily argued that this is not the case. As we have commented
before in this work, if we now want to obtain the effective action for an arbitrary background
from the one with unimodular background metric, it is enough to make a change of variables
so that
g˜µν = g
−
1
n gµν (3.46)
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This transformation is available as long as there is no conformal anomaly in the theory.
This is indeed the case, since there exists a regularization in which the anomaly vanishes [17,
30] When doing this, we can see that the real reason of the cosmological constant not being
renormalized is indeed the presence of Weyl invariance in our formalism, which protects
the appearance of any mass scale in the effective action and, as a consequence, in the
expectation value of the equations of motion. Therefore, our argument holds and the
cosmological constant is protected and fixed to its bare value all along the renormalization
group flow and at any loop order.
4 Conclusions
The cosmological constant problem appears in Unimodular Gravity in a different guise.
The corresponding EM admit a first integral that plays the same role as the cosmological
constant in General Relativity. The novelty is however that this first integral is not related
to the zero momentum piece of the potential, but is rather determined by the boundary
conditions, as is the rest of the dynamics. This is an important shift of the paradigm,
in the sense that it explains why a huge value for the vacuum energy does not imply a
correspondingly huge value for the cosmological constant.
It has been argued in this paper that quantum corrections do not generate a cosmolog-
ical constant in Unimodular Gravity. It would be more precise to say that the cosmological
constant is generated, but it does not couple to the gravitational field. The analysis has
been long and quite technical, but the result is simple enough.
It is worth pointing out that this result is not a consequence of the fact that we have
chosen
|g˜| = 1 (4.1)
Unimodular gravity can be defined either by integrating under unimodular metrics only
Dg˜αβ , or else under D
(
|g|− 1n gαβ
)
. In the latter case, there is a Weyl symmetry that
forbids operators of zero dimension, that is
S =Mn
∫
dnx (−g)β (4.2)
for any nonvanishing β. This argument is independent of the background field technique,
and holds in all regularizations that formally respect the symmetries of the bare action.
From this point of view, what we have done is just to show that it is possible to implement
one-loop quantum corrections in such a way that all symmetries of the classical action are
respected.
This is obviously independent of the gauge chosen in the background sector when using
the background field technique in order to compute one loop results.
We believe the present analysis is a step forward in the understanding of the cosmo-
logical constant.
The physical content of Unimodular Gravity is quite similar to the one of General
Relativity in spite of the technical complications caused by the absence of full Diff(M)
symmetry and/or the presence of Weyl symmetry. It is worth exploring it in further detail
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to fully understand the subtle differences with General Relativity (which can always be
worked out in the gauge |g| = 1 as Einstein himself did quite often).
At any rate, the EM have to be worked out before gauge fixing. In General Relativity
they are always of the form√
|g| (Something) =
√
|g| 8piG (Something Else) (4.3)
and the two factors of
√
|g| in both members cancel away, so that the unimodular gauge
does not change the weight of vacuum energy in GR at the classical level. At the quantum
level there is no symmetry to protect dimension zero terms to appear.
Incidentally, no argument based on the EM is able to tell UG apart from GR. This
is the case of the present formulation of string perturbation theory, where only on-shell
amplitudes can be computed. This means that for the time being, UG is still a viable
candidate for the low energy limit of string theory, at least up to tree level. We have not
been able neither to show not to disprove that the full S-matrices are unitarily equivalent
for both GR and UG to all orders in perturbation theory. We hope to come back to this
fascinating topic soon.
Let us finally stress that UG represents a Wilsonian solution to the conundrum pointed
out in the Introduction; vacuum energy is effectively weightless at a minimal cost. Neither
the equivalence principle nor minimal coupling are in need of modification.
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A Renormalized one-loop effective action from the heat kernel
The most powerful technique for computing the pole part of the renormalized effective
action in curved space is the Heat Kernel or Schwinger-DeWitt method [31], which is
based upon the construction of the following functional trace
K(s, f,D) = Tr
(
f e−sD
)
(A.1)
The quantum effective action of a quantum field theory can be written in the one-loop
approximation and in the absence of external sources as
W = −1
2
log (det D)
where D is the second order operator governing one-loop fluctuations.
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This determinant is divergent and must be regularized. Consider a suitable set of
eigenfunctions ψi of D such that each one corresponds to an eigenvalue λi. Thus, we can
define the zeta function ζ(s,D) of the operator D as
ζ(s,D) = Γ(s)−1
∫
∞
0
dt ts−1 〈ψi| e−tD |ψi〉 =
∫
∞
0
dt ts−1K(t,D) (A.2)
where K(t,D) = Tr
(
e−tD
)
is known to be traced Heat Kernel of the operator D. By using
this we can formally represent log (det(D)) as
log (det D) = −
∫
∞
0
dt
t
〈ψi| e−tD |ψi〉 = −
∫
∞
0
dt
t
K(t,D) (A.3)
so that the one-loop effective action is
W = −1
2
∫
∞
0
dt
t
K(t,D) (A.4)
Finally, we shift the power of t and introduce the zeta function as a regularization
scheme, having
Wreg = −1
2
µ2s
∫
∞
0
dt
t1−s
K(t,D) = −1
2
µ2sΓ(s)ζ(s,D) (A.5)
where µ is a constant of the dimension of mass that will play the role of the usual scale in
dimensional regularization.
Now, in order to remove the regularization scheme and define the renormalized theory,
we have to take the limit s → 0. The regularized effective action has a pole around
this value
Wreg = −1
2
(
1
s
− γE + log
(
µ2
))
ζ(0, D)− 1
2
ζ
′
(0, D) (A.6)
with γE being the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
This pole term has to be removed by renormalization and, by using a minimal sub-
traction scheme, the remaining part of Wreg will be the renormalized action of the theory
Wren = −1
2
ζ
′
(0, D)− 1
2
log
(
µ2
)
ζ(0, D) (A.7)
where we have rescaled the constant µ to absorb γE . Thus, the one-loop logarithmic
divergences of the effective action are encoded in the s→ 0 limit of ζ(s,D).
The interesting point is that this limit is encoded in the asymptotic expansion of the
Heat Kernel when s→ 0. In this limit, the Heat Kernel behaves as
K(s,D) =
1
(4pis)n/2
∑
i=0
si/2ai(D) (A.8)
where the coefficients ai(t,D) are computable in terms of local invariants of the manifold.
In particular, it can be shown that in the physical dimension, d (which for us will be d=4)
ζ(0, D) = ad(D) (A.9)
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so that for a field theory in d dimensions, the pole part of the one-loop effective action is
given by
W∞ =
1
(4pi)n/2
1
n− dad(D) (A.10)
where dimensional regularization around n = d has been used in the last step.
To summarize, the computation of the pole part of the quantum effective action reduces
to the computation of the an(D) heat kernel coefficient of a given operator.
A.1 Heat kernel coefficients of a Laplace-type operator
Most of the operators involved in the computation of the effective action of Unimodular
Gravity are second order Laplace-type operators of the form
D = −γAB+NµAB∇µ +MAB (A.11)
where the capital indices refer to some possible gauge bundle. It can be always taken to a
simple form after redefining the covariant derivative as D = ∇+ ω, so that
D = −γABD2 − EAB (A.12)
where
ωAµ B =
1
2
γACNµCB (A.13)
EAB = γ
AC(−MCB − ωµCFωµ FB −∇µωµCB) (A.14)
Once in this form, the Heat Kernel expansion for such operator has been computed
in [31]. The relevant coefficient for n = 4 reads
a4 =
1
360
∫
dnx
√
|g| Tr(60E + 60RE + 180E2 + 12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν
+ 2RµνρσR
µνρσ + 30RˆµνRˆµν) (A.15)
which correspond to the quantum effective action for four dimensions. We have included
total derivatives since they contribute if one is interested in the phenomenon of conformal
anomalies. Here Rˆµν refers to the field strength defined by
[Dµ,Dν ]VA = Rˆ BµνA VB (A.16)
Concerning the graviton fluctuations this is given by the Ricci identity.
[∇µ,∇ν ]hρσ = Rˆρσµναβhαβ (A.17)
Rˆρσµναβ =
1
2
(
Rραµνδ
σ
β +R
σ
αµνδ
ρ
β +R
ρ
βµνδ
σ
α +R
σ
βµνδ
ρ
α
)
(A.18)
As a special case to be considered later, let us take the simplest possible operator
D = − (A.19)
acting onto a scalar field. Here both Nµ and M are zero and the field strength vanishes.
This means that its Heat Kernel a4 coefficient is just
a4() =
1
360
∫
dnx
√
|g| (12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ) (A.20)
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A.2 Heat kernel coefficients of a quartic operator
One of the operators appearing in our computations is an operator whose leading part
contains four covariant derivatives. The Heat Kernel of these operators have been also
studied by many people and fairly general formulas have been given. However, here we
are only interested in the contribution to the effective action in four dimensions. This has
been computed in [19, 32] for an operator of the form we are interested in
D = γAB
2 +ΩµναAB ∇µ∇ν∇α + JµνAB∇µ∇ν +HµAB∇µ + PAB (A.21)
The corresponding expression of this kind of operators in four dimensions is quite
involved. However, when ΩµναAB = 0 as it is in the case of our work, the resultant expression
simplifies a lot and reads, with our conventions
W∞ =
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
√
|g| Tr
(
1
90
RµναβR
µναβ − 1
90
RµνR
µν +
1
36
R2I− Pˆ
+
1
6
RˆµνRˆµν − 1
6
J (µν)Rµν +
1
12
JµµR+
1
48
(Jµµ )
2 +
1
24
J(µν)J
(µν) − 1
2
J [µν]Rˆµν
)
(A.22)
where, as usual
J (µν) =
1
2
(Jµν + Jνµ) (A.23)
J [µν] =
1
2
(Jµν − Jνµ) (A.24)
B Heat kernel contributions of the different operators involved
Here we compute the different heat kernel coefficients corresponding to each of the minimal
differential operator appearing in the path integral formulation of Unimodular Gravity.
B.1 The contribution of Sbc
The action term for the fields bµ(1,−1) and cµ(1,1) was defined in equation (2.34) and reads∫
dnx bµ
(

2c(1,1)µ − 2Rµρ∇ρ∇νcν(1,1) −Rµρcρ(1,1) − 2∇σRµρ∇σcρ(1,1) −RµρRρνc(1,1)ν
)
(B.1)
This is a quartic operator of the form (A.21) if we identify
J
µν
αβ = −2Rµαδνβ (B.2)
H
µ
αβ = −2∇µRαβ (B.3)
Pαβ = −Rαβ −RαρRρβ (B.4)
here the bundle indices are just spacetime greek indices that we indicate with α and β.
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And the field strength
[∇µ,∇ν ]cα = Rˆ αβµν cβ = R αβµν cβ (B.5)
Plugging this into (A.22) we find that the contribution of Sbc to the quantum effective
action is
W bc
∞
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
∫
dnx
(
11
45
RµναβR
µναβ − 41
45
RµνR
µν − 1
18
R2
)
(B.6)
where we have set |g| = 1 and we have multiplied by minus two in order to take into
account of the fact that there are two fermionic fields.
B.2 The contribution of Spi
The action term for the dynamics of the fermionic pi fields was defined in (2.35) and reads
Spi =
∫
dnx pi(1,−1)−1pi′ (1,1) (B.7)
Even if this is a pseudodifferential operator, its contribution to the pole part of the
quantum effective action can be easily computed thanks to the fact that  × −1 = 1.
This means that
Det() = Det(−1)−1 −→ log [Det()] = − log [Det(−1)] (B.8)
if there is no multiplicative anomaly. This sums up into the fact that the corresponding
Heat Kernel expansion of −1 will be minus the expansion of . Therefore, by using the
result of (A.20)
a4() = − 1
360
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.9)
where we have already set g = 1.
However, here we are integrating over two fermionic fields, which introduces another
factor of minus two. Thus, we have that
api4 =
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.10)
and its contribution to the effective action is given by
W pi
∞
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.11)
B.3 The contribution of Sc¯φ
The action term for c¯ and φ was given in equation (2.37), reading∫
dnx c¯(0,−2)φ(0,2) (B.12)
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This is the simplest possible operator and its a4 coefficient was given in (A.20). It reads
a
c¯φ
4 =
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.13)
where a factor of two has been introduced to take into account that we have two fields.
Again, remind that we have set g = 1.
Its contribution to the effective action is given by
W c¯φ
∞
=
1
16pi2
1
n− 4
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.14)
B.4 The contribution of SW
The action term for the Weyl ghost field was given in (2.42) and reads
2nα
∫
dnx bc (B.15)
The global multiplicative constant will not contribute to the pole part of the quan-
tum effective action, since it gives just an ultralocal contribution, so we can dismiss it,
having just ∫
dnx bc (B.16)
Again, we are left the simplest possible operator and its a4 coefficient was given
in (A.20). It reads
aW4 = −
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.17)
where a factor of minus two has been introduced to take into account that we have two
fermionic fields and we have set again g = 1.
Its contribution to the effective action is given by
WW
∞
= − 1
16pi2
1
n− 4
1
180
∫
dnx
(
12R+ 5R2 − 2RµνRµν + 2RµνρσRµνρσ
)
(B.18)
C Functional traces
The functional traces
Tr
(
Oν1ν2...νj∇µ1∇µ2 . . .∇µp
I
n
)
(C.1)
that appear in the calculation of the quantum effective action will lead to new contri-
butions to the divergences and can be computed using the heat kernel representation of
the operator.
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Starting with an operator Fˆ (∇), it can be written as6
(Fˆ (∇))−n = 1
(n− 1)!
[(
d
dm2
)n−1
G(m2)
]
m2=0
(C.2)
Now, the heat kernel representation of the Green function is
G(m2) =
∫
∞
0
exp (−sm2) exp (−sFˆ (∇)) (C.3)
where
exp(−sFˆ (∇))δ(x, x′) = 1
(4pi)n/2
D1/2(x, x′)
sn/2
exp
(
−σ(x, x
′)
2s
)
Ωˆ(s|x, x′) (C.4)
and with
Ωˆ(s|x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0
snaˆn(x, x
′) (C.5)
Here σ is the world function, defined by the equation σ =
1
2
σµσ
µ and D(x, x′) is the
so-called Van-Vleck determinant
D(x, x′) =
∣∣∣∣det
(
− ∂σ
∂xµ∂x′ν
)∣∣∣∣ (C.6)
D(x, x′) = g1/2(x)g1/2(x′)∆(x, x′) (C.7)
For the particular case of Fˆ (∇) = ˆ we can find the representation of the inverse
Laplace operator
I
n
=
1
(n− 1)!
∫
∞
0
ds sn−1 exp (−sˆ) (C.8)
Each of the traces we find in our computation can now be computed by acting with
derivatives on this representation and using the tables of coincidence limits given in [19].
Finally it is needed to integrate over s, where we find that only three types of (logarithmic)
divergent integrals arise for dimension n→ 4∫
∞
0
ds
sn/2+k
, with k = −1, 0, 1 (C.9)
and whose pole part can be obtained by integrating by parts, which gives the Laurent series
of the result.
All but one of the functional traces we need in our computation can be found in [19].
Here we give the value of all of them and remark that we have rederived all of them
explicitly, thus checking their results.
6Let us note here that while [19] are performing their computations in lorentzian signature, we are doing
them in the euclidean setting. The differences account for some global signs and some factors of i in the
definition of the proper time and the effective action.
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The divergent functional traces corresponding to p=2n (C.1) that appear are
∇µ∇ν∇α∇β I
2
=
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
{[
1
36
(RµνRαβ +RµαRνβ +RµβRνα) +
1
180
(
Rλµ (11Rναβλ −Rβανλ)
+Rλν (11Rµαβλ −Rβαµλ) +Rλα (11Rµνβλ −Rβνµλ) +Rλβ (11Rµναλ −Rανµλ)
)
+
1
90
(
R λ σµ ν (Rλασβ+Rλβσα)+R
λ σ
µ α (Rλνσβ+Rλβσν)+R
λ σ
µ β (Rλνσα +Rλασν)
)
+
1
20
(∇µ∇νRαβ+∇µ∇αRνβ+∇µ∇βRνα+∇n∇aRµβ+∇ν∇βRµα +∇a∇βRµν)
]
I
+
1
12
[
RµνRˆαβ +RµαRˆνβ +RµβRˆνα +RναRˆµβ +RνβRˆµα +RαβRˆµν
]
+
1
2
[
∇µ∇νRˆαβ +∇µ∇αRˆν,b +∇ν∇αRˆµβ
]
+
1
8
[
RˆµνRˆαβ + RˆαβRˆµν + RˆµαRˆνβ + RˆνβRˆµα + RˆµβRˆνα + RˆναRˆµβ
]
− 1
12
[
Rˆµλ
(
Rλανβ +R
λ
βνα
)
+ Rˆνλ
(
Rλαµβ +R
λ
βµα
)
+Rˆαλ
(
Rλνµβ +R
λ
βµν
)
+ Rˆβλ
(
Rλµνα +R
λ
ανµ
)]
−1
2
[
−1
9
(Rαµβν +Rβµαν)RI
+gµν
[(
1
36
RαβR+
1
90
RλσRλασβ +
1
90
RρσλαR
ρσλ
β
− 1
45
RαλR
λ
β +
1
60
Rαβ +
1
20
∇α∇βR
)
I
+
1
12
(
RˆαλRˆλβ + RˆβλRˆλα
)
− 1
12
(
∇α∇λRˆλβ +∇β∇λRˆλα
)
+
1
12
RRˆαβ
]
+gµα
[(
1
36
RνβR+
1
90
RλσRλνσβ +
1
90
RρσλνR
ρσλ
β
− 1
45
RνλR
λ
β +
1
60
Rνβ +
1
20
∇ν∇βR
)
I
+
1
12
(
RˆνλRˆλβ + RˆβλRˆλν
)
− 1
12
(
∇ν∇λRˆλβ +∇β∇λRˆλν
)
+
1
12
RRˆνβ
]
+gµβ
[(
1
36
RναR+
1
90
RλσRλνσα +
1
90
RρσλνR
ρσλ
α
− 1
45
RνλR
λ
α +
1
60
Rνα +
1
20
∇ν∇αR
)
I
+
1
12
(
RˆνλRˆλα + RˆαλRˆλν
)
− 1
12
(
∇ν∇λRˆλα +∇α∇λRˆλν
)
+
1
12
RRˆνα
]
+gνα
[(
1
36
RµβR+
1
90
RλσRλµσβ +
1
90
RρσλµR
ρσλ
β
− 1
45
RµλR
λ
β +
1
60
Rµβ +
1
20
∇µ∇βR
)
I
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+
1
12
(
RˆµλRˆλβ + RˆβλRˆλµ
)
− 1
12
(
∇µ∇λRˆλβ +∇β∇λRˆλµ
)
+
1
12
RRˆµβ
]
+gνβ
[(
1
36
RµαR+
1
90
RλσRλµσα +
1
90
RρσλµR
ρσλ
α
− 1
45
RµλR
λ
α +
1
60
Rµα +
1
20
∇µ∇αR
)
I
+
1
12
(
RˆµλRˆλα + RˆαλRˆλµ
)
− 1
12
(
∇µ∇λRˆλα +∇α∇λRˆλµ
)
+
1
12
RRˆµα
]
+gαβ
[(
1
36
RµνR+
1
90
RλσRλµσν +
1
90
RρσλµR
ρσλ
ν
− 1
45
RµλR
λ
ν +
1
60
Rµν +
1
20
∇µ∇νR
)
I
+
1
12
(
RˆµλRˆλν + RˆνλRˆλµ
)
− 1
12
(
∇µ∇λRˆλν +∇ν∇λRˆλµ
)
+
1
12
RRˆµν
]]
+
1
4
(gµνgαβ + gµαgνβ + gµβgνα)
[[
1
180
(
RλσργR
λσργ−RλδRλσ
)
+
1
30
R− 1
72
R2
]
I
+
1
12
RˆλσRˆλσ
]}
(C.10)
∇µ∇ν I

=
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
1
2
{[
−gµν
(
1
180
RαβλσR
αβλσ − 1
180
RαβR
αβ +
1
72
R2 +
1
30
R
)
I
+
1
45
RαβRαµβν +
1
45
RαβλµR
αβλ
ν −
2
45
RµαR
α
ν +
1
18
RRµν +
1
30
Rµν
+
1
10
∇µ∇νR
]
− 1
12
gµνRˆαβRˆαβ + 1
6
RRˆµν + 1
6
RˆµαRˆαν +
1
6
RˆναRˆαµ
−1
6
∇µ∇αRˆαν − 1
6
∇ν∇αRˆαµ
}
(C.11)
For p = 2n− 1 just one is involved
∇µ I

=
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
(
1
12
∇µRI− 1
6
∇νRˆνµ
)
(C.12)
The ones with p = 2n− 2
I

=
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
1
6
RI (C.13)
∇µ∇ν I
2
= −
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
[
1
6
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR
)
I+
1
2
Rˆµν
]
(C.14)
∇α∇β∇µ∇ν I
3
= −
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
1
4
{
−2
6
Rµβνα − 2
6
RνβµαI+ gµν
(
1
6
RαβI+
1
2
Rˆαβ
)
+ gβν
(
1
6
RαµI+
1
2
Rˆαµ
)
+ gαν
(
1
6
RµβI+
1
2
Rˆµβ
)
+ gβµ
(
1
6
RανI+
1
2
Rˆαν
)
+ gαµ
(
1
6
RβνI+
1
2
Rˆβν
)
+gαβ
(
1
6
RµνI+
1
2
Rˆµν
)
− 1
12
g
(2)
µναβI
}
(C.15)
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∇α∇β∇µ∇ν∇σ∇λ I
3
= −
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
1
6
{
g
(2)
µναβBˆσλ + g
(2)
µνασBˆβλ + g
(2)
µνβσBˆαλ + g
(2)
µαβσBˆνλ
+g
(2)
µναλBˆβσ + g
(2)
µνβλBˆασ + g
(2)
µαβλBˆνσ + g
(2)
ναβλBˆµσ + g
(2)
µνσλBˆαβ
+g
(2)
µασλBˆνβ + g
(2)
νασλBˆµβ + g
(2)
µβσλBˆνα + g
(2)
νβσλBˆµα + g
(2)
αβσλBˆµν
− 1
12
[
gσλ (Rβναµ +Rανβµ) + gβλ (Rσναµ +Rανσµ)
+gαλ (Rσνβµ +Rβνσµ) + gνλ (Rσαβµ +Rβασµ)
+gµλ (Rσαβν +Rβασν) + gβσ (Rλναµ +Rανλµ)
+gασ (Rλνβµ +Rβνλµ) + gµσ (Rλαβν +Rβαλν)
+gαβ (Rλνσµ +Rσνλµ) + gνβ (Rλασµ +Rσαλµ)
+gµβ (Rλασν +Rσαλν) + gνα (Rλβσµ +Rσβλµ)
+gµα (Rλβσν +Rσβλν) + gµν (Rλβσα +Rσβλα) +
1
8
g
(3)
µναβσλR
]
I
}
(C.16)
where the field strength Rˆµν defined as in (A.16) and
g(0) = 1
g(1)µν = gµν
g
(2)
µναβ = gµαgνβ + gµβgνα + gµνgαβ
g
(3)
µναβσλ = gµνg
(2)
αβσλ + gµαg
(2)
νβσλ + gµβg
(2)
νασλ + gµσg
(2)
ναβλ + gµλg
(2)
ναβσ
g(n+1)µ1....µ2n+2 =
2n+2∑
i=2
gµ1µig
(n)
µ2...µi−1µi+1µ2n+2
Bˆαβ =
1
24
RαβI+
1
8
Rˆαβ (C.17)
Finally for p=2n-4 all traces can be computed with the expression
∇µ1 . . . . . .∇µ2n−4
I
n
= −
√
g
8(n− 4)pi2
g
(n−2)
µ1....µ2n−4
2n−2(n− 1)! (C.18)
D Quadratic divergences
When a proper time cutoff is introduced, quadratic divergences are characterized by the
coefficient a2 in a small time expansion of the heat kernel. This calculation is more or less
standard for minimal operators, but some devious procedure is needed for the nonminimal
part.
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Actually, for quadratic minimal operators of the form
D = −γAB− EAB (D.1)
the [31, 32] a2 coefficient reads
a2 =
1
6
∫
d4x
√
|g|Tr(6E +R) (D.2)
For quartic minimal operators
D = γAB
2 +ΩµναAB ∇µ∇ν∇α + JµνAB∇µ∇ν +HµAB∇µ + PAB (D.3)
and in case ΩµναAB = 0 (which is all we need here) the a2 coefficient reads
a2 =
√
pi
∫
d4x
√
|g|
(
1
6
R+
1
8
Jµµ
)
(D.4)
The contribution of Sbc to the quadratic divergence reads
abc2 =
√
pi
6
∫
d4xR (D.5)
where we have set |g| = 1 and we have multiplied by minus two in order to take into
account of the fact that there are two fermionic fields.
• The contribution of Spi reads
api2 =
1
3
∫
d4xR (D.6)
where a minus two factor appears as we are integrating over two fermionic fields.
• The contribution of Sc¯φ is
a
c¯φ
2 =
1
3
∫
d4xR (D.7)
there is now a factor of two that has been introduced to take into account that we
have two fields.
• The contribution of the Weyl ghost field reads
aW2 = −
1
3
∫
d4xR (D.8)
where a factor of minus two has been introduced to take into account that we have
two fermionic fields.
• To summarize, the total contribution of the ghost sector is
a
gh
2 =
2 +
√
pi
6
∫
d4xR (D.9)
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• In order to compute the contribution of the nonminimal piece, we shall employ Toms’
technique [33] asserting that the coefficient a2 for a quadratic operator Fˆ is just the
pole part of the Green function in dimensional regularization. This yields
anon minimal2 =
1
6
∫
d4xR (D.10)
Adding all contributions the resulting coefficient reads
a2 =
3 +
√
pi
6
∫
d4xR (D.11)
The gauge invariant and physical divergence is obtained when it is on shell, that is,
when
R = C = constant (D.12)
so that quadratic divergences are analogous to the quartic ones in that they are
non-dynamical, that is, they do not couple to the gravitational field.
a on shell2 = C
3 +
√
pi
6
∫
d4x (D.13)
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